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This study identified eleven rock arts discovered at the sandstone hills of the archaeological site of Arfaa Citadel to the north of Taif City. Although these rock arts have been well-known to the locals in the area for many years ago, the scientific activities of some researchers, have not been fully scientifically documented yet. Trying to shed more light on the archaeological history of Taif province, this paper gives the full scientific publication for these rock arts. This research reveals much scientific evidence confirming that Taif was a station for stability and cultural settlement in ancient times, and a trade hub for travelers in other times, as a commercial route linking the south and the north since at least the second millennium BC.
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Introduction:

Over the last ten years, our scientific knowledge of rock art sites in Taif governorate has significantly increased through several studies of the rock art in different sites in this charming city\(^1\).

The site of Arfaa is one of the most important archeological sites in the northeast of Taif city, precisely about 35 km north-east of Taif town. The site is situated in the vicinity of a region on which Wadi Wej meets the valley Qurayshiyat which runs from north-east to south-east directions and leads to Riyadh Road (FIG. 1)\(^2\).

The mountain of Arfaa in Taif is one of the most famous archaeological sites in Saudi Arabia, as it is part of the famous ancient market «Souk Okaz», It contains dozens of rock inscriptions that have been scattered around the historical castle of Arfaa.

The archeological site of Arfaa represents an important stage in the development of rock art history in the western region of Saudi Arabia. The site was associated with the most famous annual literary forum Souk Okaz on the eastern side and the archeological site of the Wadi Lawan area on the western\(^3\).

As it is usual on such rock art sites in Saudi Arabia, the Arfaa site contains some Thamudic scripts executed on the smooth surface of the stone. Some of these writings were incised without details, together with numerous rock human figures, animals, and birds, all of these documented

---


data indicate that the site of Arfaa was a major station for permanent or seasonal human settlement in the Hijaz region before the Islamic period 4.

1. The Methodology of Arfaa Rock Arts (Figs.1:2):

The majority of famous rock art sites at Taif, including the « Wadi Qarn » and Arfaa are found in the mountain peaks and also around different plateaus to the northeast and northwest of town boundaries 5.

Among the most famous figures of animals incised in various rock art sites in Taif are Arabian horses, houbara birds, ostriches, Arabian deer, Arabian antelopes, hunting dogs, and the Arabian dromedary 6.

These eleven panels discussed in this paper were engraved on the mountain’s smooth surface of sandstone blocks found around the main southern entrance of the castle precinct 7.

Studying these panels and others could help scholars create a historical map of the religious connotations of ancient Arab civilization and also could increase knowledge of the symbolic significance and religious beliefs contained in the rock art sites of Saudi Arabia 8.

Despite the multiplicity and diversity of rock art sites of Taif that have been documented, like those of Al-Shafa, Al-Hada, Wadi Qarn, Wadi Wuj, Wadi Quraysh, and Wadi Lawan, they are all similar in contents that clearly appear in the daily behavior and mental thinking of the ancient man who lived in Arabia before the Islamic era 9.

In most ancient civilizations of the world, rock art sites assumed methods and forms that differed from one place to another. This often

---

4This gives me the opportunity to mention that there are more than thirty-five rock art panels discovered in this site with its extensions to the north direction.

5Some rock art sites were discovered in the southern sites of Taif such as Shafa Hada, but all of which are still few compared to the northern sites, review, El-TONSSY, «Archeological Study», 21-40.


8 The petroglyphs of Taif region are little known, but for the last ten years our knowledge about the rock art theme of Taif has been increased. More than ten years ago, I have scientifically documented various sites like the Valley of Qarn, El-Hada, Okaz and Arfaa. Hopefully, we are trying to propose a preliminary chronology for the conception of Taif rock art corpus. I am extremely grateful to professor Latifah Al-Adwani head of Taif History Center for giving the opportunity and help to study these archeological sites in Taif region. My appreciation must go to master Anas Ahmed Sendi head of intangible heritage sector of Heritage Commission at Taif for his truly help in my field work.

depends on several affecting factors, the most important being religion, social ethics, economic, politic state, and finally the strong effect of environment. Consequently, the ancient man strongly tried to maintain the common beliefs and social traditions inherited from his predecessors, therefore the rock art subjects in Arabia recorded customs, traditions and religious beliefs of ancient people who lived in Arabian Peninsula from thousands of years ago. Theoretically, it is extremely correct from my view what khan has suggested about the sympathetic magic of rock art hunting scenes purposes in Arabia.

1.1. (Pl. 1) (FIG. 5):

This panel is carved on the mountain smooth surface of a limestone block located on the southern side of the citadel, it contains depictions of five well-incised figures of camels, ridden by five men who appear to be sitting on a simple saddle and catching a halter on their hands. Each camel is shown with a rising tail, which might suggest they were in the process of trotting or preparing for it, but the posture of their legs is drawn in a static position. The figures of camel are more popular than any other animals in the Arabian Peninsula. It seems that this scene is the only remaining figure of the Arabian camel caravan heading to an unknown place.

1.2. (Pl. 2) (FIG. 6):

The second panel is located on the left side of the mountain. Unfortunately, the upper part of the rock art is badly damaged, the preserved section shows a common hunting scene in Arabia, at the left lowermost part of the panel, there are fully pecked figures of two ostriches.


12 KHAN, M., «Tracing the Path of the Lost Civilization of Arabia», Atal, №. 30, 2020, 133-144.


standing facing each other, The figures of birds are executed perfectly with a big belly and a long neck.¹⁶

At the top of the ostrich figures, there are two short Thamudic texts. The first one, above the upper bird, is written vertically in a short and incomplete line as follows: \( \text{̱ ̯ ̣ ́ ̯} \) L pn hkr ha // // // "To the son of Kher (this camel)" ¹⁷, While the remaining part of the second text to the upper right side of the slab contains only two Musnad letters as follows: \( \text{̣ ̵} \) p Th " which take the shapes of the second and the fourth letters of the South Arabian Musnad alphabet¹⁸.

1.3. (Pl. 3) (FIG. 7):

This rock art was engraved on a large broken slab that was found fallen at the top of the mountain in an attitude of about ten meters. The artist depicted figures of common hunting scenes on a smooth surface of the stone. Unfortunately, a large section of the scene has been destroyed, and the remaining part contains at least ten figures of hunters engraved in the technique of normal stick style¹⁹. The figure of hunters appears scattered overlapping and randomly on the face of the stone block, this pattern of rock art is noticeable at Taif, and it is usually called the art-on-art style among the archeologists²⁰. Hunting scenes are usually depicted together with Houbara bustards or ostrich birds in Taif hunting scenes. Therefore, in this panel, one could document three of such birds depicted scattered between human figures. Two simple figures of ostriches are incised in the middle of the scene to the right side, while the third one


which is engraved to the left end of the stone may represent the form of Houbara bird figure.\(^{21}\)

**1.4. (Pl. 4) (FIG.8):**

Although parts of this panel have been destroyed, the remaining part is well preserved. It contains the depictions of eight figures of animals. The upper part on the left often shows a big figure of a fox together with four figures of animals that might be from a dog family.\(^{22}\) These five figures were incised standing in profile facing to the right in front of a big horned bull. The figures were simply executed with the normal technique of rock art in Taif.\(^{23}\) The ancient artist tried to draw the bull figure from a vertical perspective while the flock of dogs was incised in a horizontal line. The depiction of the bull in that way may urge us to believe that the required space to draw the bull figure was very tight to execute such a big figure of the animal.\(^{24}\)

It is also noticeable that there is a bigger dog than the rest of the three with their tails depicted rising upwards.\(^{25}\) It is well known in such hunting scenes of Arabia that dog figures were usually engraved to help in the hunting process.\(^{26}\)

At the lower part of the panel, one could recognize two additional animals. The first one is depicted to the right side of the scene, it represents another figure of a big bull executed in base relief with internal details.\(^{27}\) Unfortunately, the upper part from bull figure and its tail have been slightly erased. While the second animal is engraved at the lower left side of this panel, it represents the figure of an Arabian horse ridden by a knight.\(^{28}\) The ancient artist executed all of animal figures without any artistic or internal details except for the above-mentioned figures of bull which was incised with internal details, this artistic style may suggest that

---


\(^{23}\) EL-TONSSY, «Archeological Study», 24, PL.3, FIG.3.

\(^{24}\) Compare this at Wadi Qarn petroglyphs: EL-TONSSY, «Archeological Discoveries at Wadi Qarn», PL.3, FIG.6, 36-38

\(^{25}\) The figure of the big dog may urge one to suppose that this dog was the dominant dog of the flock or the leader’s father.


\(^{27}\) Compare the design of bull figures of Jubbah: KHAN, «Rock Art of Saudi Arabia», 450- 451,457.

\(^{28}\) KHAN, «Rock Art of Saudi Arabia», 454.
the proper date of the bull figures is possibly older than the dog figures in this panel.  

1.5. (Pl. 5): (Fig. 9):

This panel depicts three figures of Arabian ibexes incised on the surface of a fallen slab found on the top of the mountain. It bears details of two shapes Arabian ibexes standing with tall crescent-shaped horns. Two ibexes were seen in the upper part of the panel, while the last one was executed in the lower. Animal figures were engraved in the normal technique of stick style without any internal or artistic details, to the right corner of the panel, there is a simple Wusm that resembles the shape of the second letter «b» of Thamudic script.

1.6. (Pl. 6) (Fig. 10):

At the right side of the citadel, a long sandstone slab was found fallen on the mountain peak. It depicts a remarkable figure of a camel executed in base relief with an exaggerated hump. This wonderful depiction of the Arabian dromedary may suggest that it is the only remaining portion of the big missing panel that may have been destroyed in ancient times. The artistic style of the camel figure with its raised neck and long tail attitude, may suggest that it faced a sudden accident that forced the animal to be ready to run in a berserk mode. There is a short Thamudic text written in front of the camel figure. The text is extremely difficult to make out or even give correct reading due to the bad conservation of the stone.

Although we could present the initial reading for some Thamudic letters written in squire script with internal details, it couldn’t make a
correct or complete meaning because of some missing parts of the text. The short text runs down under the neck of the camel as follows: ‘помнд пнмд’ as “female camel”. According to MacDonald’s hypothesis, the nomadic people who lived in every region of the Arabian Peninsula were widely used to mark graffiti on rocks and smooth surfaces in particular those who contact with merchant traders.  

1.7. (Pl. 7) (Fig. 11):

Three figures of camels are engraved on a small stone fragment that has been found at the top of the mountain. There is no doubt that this panel contained other missing rock art figures besides some short Thamudic writing texts. The two figures of camels appear ridden by two figures of male figures sitting on a simple saddle and catching a halter on one hand. This panel is engraved in the well-known stick style without any internal details.

1.8. (Pl. 8) (Fig. 12):

This rock art is incised on a sandstone slab found on the right side of the citadel. It seems also that, it represents the remaining part from a missing panel. At the uppermost part, there is a small figure of an Arabian camel ridden by a man. While at the lowermost, one can hardly see two ostrich figures on the right side of this portion. There is no safe way to recognize the remaining figures due to the bad conservation of rock surface.

1.9. (Pl. 9) (Fig. 13):

This panel was incised in a small stone block found at the mountain surface; it may have been crashed from the original mother stone of the mountain. The mountain-smooth surface of the stone where the artist often prefers to draw the contents has been evidently erased. The remaining part depicts two Arabian ibexes at the uppermost part of the panel. These figures were simply incised in the well-known stick style, The artist used to

36 As we mentioned above, the text is obscure, one can assume such translation depending on previous studies, Review: El-Zeib, S., Social Life before Christ in the Hail Region through Thamudic Inscriptions, King Faisal Center for Research and Islamic Studies, Riyadh, 2017, 43, 77.


39 Review camels’ figures in the panel number one of this paper.

40 Compare ostriches of Almulihiah and Wadi Qarn sites in: DHAIFALLAH, «Almulihiah», 94, Pl. 3 Fig.5; EL-TONSSY, «Archeological Discoveries at Wadi Qarn», Pl. 4, Fig.7, 35.
depict such Arabian ibexes in rock arts at Taif or other rock art sites of Arabia in standing positions with tall crescent-shaped horns. There is no additional figure that could be precisely shown on this fragile panel, due to the bad conservation state of the stone. Traces of unclear Thamudic Wusum could be possibly distinguished incised beneath figures of animals.

1.10. (Pl. 10): (Fig. 14):

At the top of the mountain to the right side of the citadel, there is a big limestone block still standing. The ancient artist depicted five figures on this panel. Two of which represent the Arabian bull figures depicted with tall horns. All of these figures were completely pecked in base relief to the left upper part of the stone. Under the two above-mentioned bull figures, there are two figures of onagers depicted with their distinguished raised ears.

The ancient artist depicted these four animal figures heading to the west side direction where the lower part of the valley of Wuj is located. The last figure of this panel represents the depiction of a camel ridden by a man whose figure appears sitting on a saddle and catching a halter on his hand.

All figures of this panel were executed in stick style design. From the artistic style figures of bulls and onagers, one could precisely realize that they are older than the camel figure in the lower left corner of the panel. Accordingly, the camel figure seems to be added to the scene in later times, this view mainly depends on the highly skilled outline motif of bull and onager figures compared to the simple depiction of the camel figure.

1.11. (Pl. 11): (Fig. 15):

This panel consists of three figures of big Arabian-horned bulls. The figures were incised on a fragile surface of sandstone, which was found

---

41 Review for more details about Arabian ibexes in Taif rock Arts or elsewhere in Arabia: EL-TONSSY, «Archeological Discoveries at Wadi Qarn», 29-59; KHAN, «Introduction to the Rock Art of Saudi Arabia», 19; compare panel number 5 of this paper.

42 For more details about Wadi Qarn wild donkeys: EL-TONSSY, «Archeological Discoveries at wadi Qarn», 35, Fig. 7.

43 For more elaboration about the archeological importance of the valley of Wuj at Taif review: EL-TONSSY, «Archeological Study», 21-24.

44 Compare camel figures in panels number one and seven of this paper.

45 This view is based basically on the perfect quality of rock art design for bulls and onagers’ figures compared to the simple design of the camel in addition to the stain of the stone.

fallen at the top of the mountain to the right side of the citadel\textsuperscript{47}. The figures of bulls were fine executed in base relief with interior details\textsuperscript{48}. From the first look, the appearance of these figures and design besides the stain of the stone urge us to suggest that the character of this panel is older than all of the other panels in the collections at Arfaa Mountain\textsuperscript{49}.

There is also something important furthermore; the stone block was found to fall near the previous panel number ten to the right side of the citadel. This urges one to suggest also that both stone blocks originally formed a single panel before they were collapsed in one way or another. This view has been strongly supported by the artistic outline motif of all figures which have been depicted with internal details in the two panels besides the ancient characteristic design of animal figures and the stain of stone\textsuperscript{50}.

**Conclusion:**

It appears from this documented survey that the site of Arfaa and its precinct was an important center for ancient local Arabian inhabitants on the western side of the Arabian Peninsula. Various meaningful compositions of humans, different kinds of animal figures, scenes of daily life and hunting strongly give the impression that the Arab ancestors have highly interacted with the site from thousands of years ago\textsuperscript{51}.

Archaeologically, the desert life in the site of Arfaa could be divided into two categories: the first is represented in trade caravans that used to pass through the location heading north or south. The second category is surely for the local people from Bedouins who inhabited or owned the land in this region\textsuperscript{52}.

\textsuperscript{47}For the most remarkable panel of Arabian animals at the valley of Qarn in Taif Review: EL-TONSSY, «Archeological Discoveries at Wadi Qarn», 365-38, PL.7, FIG.9.

\textsuperscript{48} Compare the figures of bulls in this panel together with their counterparts in the previous panel number 10 in this study.

\textsuperscript{49} It is clear from the stain of the stone that the figure of animals in this scene is older than others in this rock art collection, also this assumption exactly applies to panel number 10.

\textsuperscript{50} KHAN, «An Introduction to the Rock Art of Saudi Arabia», 30, 39, 54, 55.


\textsuperscript{52} There are many rock arts in the precinct of Afraa archeological site dates to the pre-Islamic period. Many rock figures have been engraved over the surface of the mountain to the east location of the famous historic forum of literature and culture (Souk-Okaz). The site extends to the north and east of the plateau reaching the ancient caravan roads to the north, review: ZARINS, & WALEN, «The Comprehensive Archaeological Survey Program», 30-31.
It is difficult to give an accurate date for most rock art sites of Arabia before Islam. In a case, one could give a fair date for rock art is surely the presence of ancient Arabian texts written next to the rock drawings. Consequently, scholars of ancient Arab civilization can formulate a tentative date based on the traditional classification of Arabic epigraphic resources or even the artistic designs and motifs of rock art.

With considering this, a little definite information is obtained concerning the direct or indirect causes of incomplete panels ten and eleven in addition to the very bad preservation state, one could assume that these figures probably were engraved at the same time as one panel to depict the famous and commonly used hunting scene in Arabia. This view is often based on the similarity of design motif and workmanship of five figures of bulls engraved on the two panels besides the stain of the stone. Moreover, the bull figures depicted on both panels were completely outlined and pecked with internal details more than the other three animal figures depicted in the lower part of panel number ten which probably have been executed in the normal stick style without internal details.

Most figures of animals depicted in Arfaa rock arts (PL. S 1. A, 6.F, 7.G, 11.J) surely indicate that the site was enriched with a variety of vegetation resources depending on the rainwater supply from the nearest valley of Wuj. After the beginning of the hot and dry climate in Arabia in the fourth millennium BC. camel became a familiar animal in this ancient Arabic society.

Obviously, at that time ancient man mainly depended on the camel as the most valuable desert animal in his life. Many scholars have tried to

---

57 Dhaifallah, «Almulihiah», 92-94.
59 For more details about camel figures at Almulihiah; Review: Dhaifallah, «Almulihiah», 96.
determine a tentative date on which camels were domesticated in Arabia by the beginning of the Bronze Age (4500 years BP)\textsuperscript{60}.

Nubian ibex and bull figures also were the most popular depictions in Arabia rock art regions like Jubbah, Hail, and Najran\textsuperscript{61}. These animal figures were the commonly seen artistic elements in Arfaa rock arts especially in hunting scenes together with hunting dogs (PL. s D.4, E.5, I.9, J.11, K.12)\textsuperscript{62}.

Studying Arfaa rock panels in this paper clearly revealed the daily life activities relating to some religious beliefs, traditions, and customs of ancient man in the western region of Arabia. Twenty-nine local desert animals and birds in addition to twenty human figures have been scientifically documented in this study (Table 1, FIG.1).

(\textit{Table 1}) Enumeration figures of humans, animals, and birds are depicted in Arfaa rock arts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Animals</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Birds</th>
<th>number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>camel</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ostrich</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Houbara</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Bull</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dogs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ibex</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Camel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Camel</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Camel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ostrich</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ibex</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>bull</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Camel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Onager</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Bull</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\@Made by the Researcher

\textsuperscript{60}Khan, «Rock Art of Saudi Arabia», 450; MacDonald, & King, «Wheels in a Land of Camels: another looks to Chariot in Arabia», 156-184.

\textsuperscript{61} For more elaboration about the depiction of this point Review: Daifallah, «Almulihiah», 92-98.

(Table 2) Rock art epigraphy of human figures, animals, and birds inscribed in the Arfaa Rock Arts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kind</th>
<th>Rock art figures</th>
<th>Total numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Figures</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Human Figures" /></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Animals" /></td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Birds" /></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musnad Alphabet</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Musnad Alphabet" /></td>
<td>Two texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Thamudic Script)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Fig. 1) Graph showing the number of human, animals, and birds’ figures in the Arfaa site.

(Made by the Researcher)

(Fig. 2) Graph showing the total number of documented rock art in the Arfaa Archaeological site. @Made by the Researcher

As mentioned before, it is very difficult to determine an accurate and proper date for rock art without obtaining direct archeological or epigraphical evidence. However, by comparing the artistic style and motifs of animal figures in panels number (5, 9) with the Nubian Ibex figure of Al-
Usayla which Bednarik and Khan examined by radiocarbon dating, one could suggest using their preliminary results that these two panels could be dated to 3180-2120 BP.

It could be a remarkable view to use the method of direct dating suggested by some scholars to date the figures of panels numbers 2, 6, 10, 11 in this paper. This technique is based mainly on the examination of features and artistic motifs of animal figures. Therefore, we can tentatively date these above-mentioned panels to the wet and cool phase of the Neolithic period when the cow and bull were present in rock art sites in Arabia.

After studying these eleven panels, especially figures of ibexes, camels, and bulls, we could recognize that they are very similar in artistic elements, work design, and shapes to those panels found at Jubbah and Shuwaymis in Hail region and also Wadi Damm to the north of Tabuk. Hence, we may suggest that most of the Afraa rock art figures documented in this study probably belong to the late period of the Second Millennium BC.

63 Compare the two panels with the figure of ibex in Al-Usayla which Bednarik and Khan used it to measure the carbon isotope of rock varnish at this site, review: BEDNARIK, «The Saudi Arabia Rock Art Mission», 75-99; GUAGIN, & OTHERS, «Hunters and Herders», 3-16.
64 BEDNARIK, R., «A New Method to Date Petroglyphs», Archaeometry 34, №.2, 2007, 279-291; Compare the date of Almulihiah site, DHAIFALLAH, «Almulihiah», 92-98, 96-97.
65 Review for more elaboration about this view: KHAN, «Rock Art of Saudi Arabia», 449, Fig.1, 2, 451, Fig.4, 453, Fig. 454, Fig.9,457, Fig.12.
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(Fig. 3) The map of Saudi Arabia shows the location of the Arfaa site. (After Saudi Atlas).

(Fig. 4) Topographical location of the eleventh rock-art panels on Arfaa Mountain @Made by the Researcher.
(Pl. 1) The figure of five camels with man riders
Taken by the researcher

(Fig. 5) Facsimile figure of five camels with man riders
Made by the researcher
(PL. 2) The figure of ostriches and Thamudic inscriptions
@Taken by the Researcher

(Fig. 6) Facsimile of ostriches and Thamudic inscriptions
@Made by the Researcher
(Pl. 3) The hunting scene of Birds by human figures
@Taken by the Researcher.

(Fig. 7) Facsimile of hunting scene of Birds by human figures
@Made by the Researcher
(Pt. 4) The hunting scene of Arabian Bull.

@Taken by the researcher

(Fig. 8) Facsimile of animals and birds' figures in hunting panel.

@Made by the Researcher
(Pl. 5) Scene of Nubian Ibexes with Thamudic Wusum
@Made by the Researcher

(Fig. 9) Facsimile of Nubian Ibexes with Thamudic Wusum.
@Made by the Researcher
(Pl. 6) Arabian camel with Thamudic text.
@Taken by the Researcher

(Fig. 10) Facsimile of Arabian Camel with Thamudic text.
@ Made by the Researcher
(Pt. 7) Scene of three camels with human riders
@Taken by the Researcher.

(Fig. 11) Facsimile of three camels with human riders
@Made by the Researcher.
(Pl. 8) Scene of camel riders and Ostriches.  
@Taken by the Researcher.

(Fig. 12) Facsimile of camel rider and ostriches. 
@Taken by the Researcher.
(Pl. 9) The scene of two horned Nubian Ibexes.
 @Made by the Researcher

(Fig. 13) Facsimile of two Arabian Ibexes with Arabian Wusum
 @Made by the Researcher
(Pt. 10) The scene of two horned Arabian bulls with two onagers and camel rider.

@Taken by the Researcher

(Fig. 14) Facsimile of Arabian bulls, onager, and camel rider.

@Made by the Researcher
(Pl. 11) Three Arabian horned Bulls. @Taken by the researcher

(Fig. 15) Facsimile of three horned Arabian bulls. @Made by the Researcher.